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Video Pop-In Genius + Gift If youve been conducting business online for awhile, youve probably noticed

that standard sales pages and lead capture pages are not as effective as they were a couple of years

ago. It takes a lot more to get peoples ATTENTION these days, and theyre tired of all the same old

gimmicks. Pop-up windows were great attention-getters for awhile, but then they got abused like crazy

and people started blocking them. There are some pop-ins that are essentially unblockable, but people

have become blind to the current static pop-in technology. Thats where the new Video Pop-In Genius!

software comes into play. Weve found that people will WATCH video pop-ins, AND they actually LIKE

watching them. After all, most people would rather watch a video than read a long boring page of text. By

using this new fluid technology to instantly engage your visitor in your offer, you are also subconsciously

instilling the human factor. In other words, your visitor automatically trusts you more because he or she

SEES you - you are a real person that they can identify with and relate to. In nearly 100 of all cases, this

human element will cause them to be more likely to buy from you or join your subscriber list. Click here to

GRAB THIS SOFTWARE now... The problem until now has been how to combine the new unblockable

pop-in technology with streaming video technology. Its only been accessible for expert programmers, and

most of them havent even figured it out yet. Im guessing you HAVENT seen an abundance of video

pop-ins, right? My point exactly. This technology has barely been tapped into, and now is the perfect time

to use it for YOUR business. Video is here to STAY, and likewise, we believe this method will be

productive for years to come. Like I said, people ENJOY watching videos on the internet. This is a way for

you to combine the message you want people to see, with the method of delivery that they prefer. This

cutting-edge explosive new software will enable you to turn your sites visitors into subscribers in mere

seconds! Just plug your opt-in form code into the software and youve got an incredible subscriber

grabbing video. Youll have the ability to interact with your visitors on a whole new scale, without the need

for full length videos, and without slowing your page down. In fact, you will soon see that our exclusive

video pop-in technology often loads more quickly than those static pop-ins that you have been using until

now! Here are some of the great features of the Video Pop-In Genius! * Instantly GRAB Your Visitors
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Attention. * Immediately Gain Trust. * Create That Vital Element Of Rapport In Mere Seconds. * Visitors

Feel Like They Are Included Rather Than Targeted. * Instantly Command Your Visitors The Moment They

Arrive On Your Site. * Drives Your Lead Capture Ratios Through The Roof! * Ability To Strictly Target

Your Visitor. * Lifetime Upgrades & Updates -FREE!- Using Video Pop-In Genius Is Simple As 1...2...3!

Step 1 - Choose your video (any FLV or SWF will be fine) and choose the folder where you want to save

the files. Video Pop-In Genius will generate the files and code in an easy format to instantly implement

your new video pop-in on your site. Step 2 - Choose your options. Weve given you lots of customizable

features so you can make it how you want it. Choose the entry and exit directions and speed, the size of

the pop-in, the location on the page, shadows, border, and more. You can also customize it with your own

HTML and/or opt-in form above or below the video. Step 3 - Paste the code into your web page(s), upload

the files, and BAM! Youre done. BOTTOM LINE: Video Pop-In Genius will bring new life to your web

pages to increase your opt-in rate, improve your sales conversions, and keep visitors on your site longer.

It will help you do all of this quickly and easily for a price that wont break the bank. To see the unedited

reseller site (included), go to digitalproductscenter.com/software/video-pop-in-genius/reseller-site.html

Video Pop-In Genius comes with a 30 Day 100 Percent Money Back Guarantee BONUS GIFT: Buy more

than $5 in a single shopping cart and chose a bonus gift at melissam.tradebitand email to

melissaainuddin@gmail.com To Your Success! Warm Regards, Melissa Ainuddin
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